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wastewater treatment plants were dominated by specific microbial communities clearly distinct from the 
agricultural ones. Using the correlation-based network analysis of co-occurrence patterns, we further 
explored potential interactions within the AD-core community members and between them and the 
transient (temporarily present in a bioreactor) microbial species. 
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Air side-stream ammonia stripping is an underexplored alternative to control ammonia levels in 
anaerobic digestion (AD) processes when treating nitrogen-rich substrates. Moreover, if sufficient levels 
of alkalinity are present in the wastes (such as in animal manures), the use of chemicals is avoided, 
resulting in lower operational costs. However, some key questions still remain to be answered. Among 
them, the lack of knowledge about the stripping effects on the thermophilic AD microbiome, because 
during it anaerobic microorganisms are subjected to high temperature (>65ºC), high pH (>9) and oxygen 
at saturation levels (>4 mg/L). In this work, the microbiomes of two thermophilic (55°C) digesters treating 
pig manure in co-digestion with food waste and maize silage were studied under increasing ammonia 
and organic loads (1.5-6 g N-TKN L

-1
 and 1-5 g COD L

-1
d

-1
) with and without air side-stream ammonia 

stripping. 
16S rRNA gene massive sequencing data showed that the AD microbiome was shaped by the ammonia 
and organic loads. On the contrary, the oxygen exposure did not affect the AD microbiome. The 
microbiome adapted to the increasing organic and ammonia loads by shifting its composition while 
maintaining reactor efficiencies. For example, Proteiniphilum sp. was replaced by Defluviitoga sp. when 
the organic load was higher than 2 g COD/L·d. While the digesters maintained a good methane 
production and the free-ammonia was controlled by stripping, the microbiome was mainly composed by 
a Firmicutes (70% of Bacteria) and Methanosarcina (90% of Archaea) and included a large fraction of 
thermophilic microorganisms, such as Defluviitoga, Coprothermobacter or Methanothermobacter, and 
syntrophic acetate-oxydizing bacteria (i.e.: Syntrophomonas, Tepidanaerobacter). However, when the 
stripping process was disconnected and free-ammonia accumulated in the digester, Methanosarcina 
become replaced by the strict hydrogenotroph Metanoculleus. 
This study demonstrates that air side-stream ammonia stripping shaped the thermophilic microbiome 
without compromising digestion performance. 
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Practical knowledge on anaerobic digestion of waste lipids has been improving for several decades, but 
the microbiology of these processes remains partially undisclosed, with non-cultivated taxonomic groups 
often detected in anaerobic communities degrading lipids. This work studies the diversity and physiology 
of anaerobic microorganisms involved in the metabolism of lipids and long chain fatty acids. Anaerobic 
culturing procedures were applied for the development of enrichment cultures, and combined with next 
generation sequencing techniques. Enriched microbial communities specialized in the degradation of 
triolein (0.3 mmol·L

-1
) and oleate (1 mmol·L

-1
) were obtained under methanogenic conditions. Oleate-

degrading cultures were also developed in the presence of the external electron acceptors ferric 
hydroxide (75 mmol·L

-1
) or sulfate (15 mmol·L

-1
). Three mesophilic sludges from different origins were 

used as inocula. 
Bacteria from the genus Syntrophomonas were dominant in the different methanogenic and sulfate-
reducing enrichments, accounting for 25 % - 49 % of the 16S rRNA gene sequences retrieved. Known 
microorganisms able to utilize H2/CO2 and acetate were also identified, namely Methanobacterium, 
Methanosarcina and Methanoculleus in methanogenic cultures, and Desulfovibrio, Desulforhabdus and 
Desulfobacca in sulfate-reducing cultures. The predominance of Syntrophomonas in triolein-degrading 
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enrichment, allied to the fact that genes coding for presumed lipases are present in some 
Syntrophomonas´ genomes, suggests a possible role of these bacteria in lipids´ hydrolysis. In the 
iron(III)-reducing culture, Geobacter sp. was present at 86 % relative abundance, while Syntrophomonas 
sp. was less abundant (7 %). No oleate degradation was observed when G. anodireducens

T
 (the closest 

relative to the Geobacter sp. present in the enrichment) or G. bemidjiensis
T
 (which possess a long-chain 

fatty acyl-CoA dehydrogenase coding gene) were incubated with oleate and ferric citrate. This suggests 
the occurrence of a novel syntrophic relationship, with Geobacter-like organisms possibly using the 
hydrogen and acetate generated from oleate oxidation by Syntrophomonas. 
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With the changing energy policy towards increased utilization of renewable resources, compatible new 
energy conversion and storage technologies have to be developed. Microbial methanation of CO2 
emission streams with H2 is promising, and the existing gas grid can be used for CH4 storage. In contrast 
to considerable limitations observed with other concepts, higher methane production rates are obtained 
using anaerobic trickle bed reactors, due to the enhanced gas-liquid mass transfer. There are only very 
few studies with this concept under mesophilic conditions. 
The current study reports on long-term operation of a thermophilic (55°C) anaerobic trickle bed reactor 
(58L) at atmospheric pressure, inoculated with mesophilic WWTP digester sludge. A methane production 
rate of up to 15.4 m³CH4 / (m³ · d) was achieved with a CH4 content above 96% at atmospheric pressure. 
Along with an excellent black start property and the utilization of dirty gas streams, this shows the high 
potential of thermophilic anaerobic trickle bed reactors as a highly efficient energy conversion and 
storage technology. 
Molecular biology analyses showed an unambiguous shift from the mesophilic inoculum to a thermophilic 
biocenosis with Methanothermobacter spp. clearly dominating in the fraction of methanogens on DNA 
and on mRNA level. The astonishing high abundance and activity of thermophilic Bacteria, particularly 
Anaerobaculum mobile, Pelotomaculum sp., Tepidanaerobacter and Tepidimicrobium spp., suggested 
that reductive acetogenesis was at least temporarily important for microbial biomass growth. Control of 
pH as well as sufficient trace element and macro nutrient supply were crucial for stable reactor operation. 
The replacement of the initially supplied artificial macro nutrient solution with centrifuged digester effluent 
showed high potential to support scale-up of this technology, but could not replace trace element supply. 
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Conductive materials have been reported to enhance methane production by anaerobic microbial 
communities from a wide diversity of substrates 

1
. The mechanisms involved are far from being fully 

understood. Many studies suggest that these materials facilitate direct interspecies electron transfer 
(DIET) between electrogenic bacteria and methanogens and that this mechanism is even dominant over 
interspecies hydrogen and formate transfer 

2,3
. The effect of conductive materials in pure cultures of 

methanogens or in co-cultures of typical fatty acid-degrading syntrophs with methanogenic partners was 
never studied. In this work, the effect of carbon nanotubes (CNT) on the activity of pure cultures of 
Methanobacterium formicicum, Methanospirillum hungatei, Methanosarcina mazei and Methanosaeta 
concilii, and in the co-culture of Syntrophomonas wolfei and Methanospirillum hungatei was evaluated. 
The results showed that CNT affect methane production by methanogens. Initial methane production 
rate (MPR) increased 17 and 6 times when M. formicicum and M. hungatei were incubated with 5g·L

-1
 

CNT, respectively. M. mazei and M. concilii‘ activities were higher when exposed to CNT concentrations 


